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Abstract

The formation of an arterial disease for large and medium size vessels is believed to be a multifactorial
interplay of bio – mechanical - chemical processes in the arterial wall and the hemodynamic flow path.
The present research presents the viewpoint of a mechanical engineer assuming that mechanical factors
are of the key importance in the formation of aneurism, atherosclerotic plague and rupture. The repetitive
pressure and shear stresses exerted by the blood flow on the weakened arterial wall may cause its
progressive degrade, resulting in aneurism with the following potential rupture. Elevated blood pressure
results in an elevated repetitive stress distributions, which according to biomechanical fatigue theory can
reduce notably the life cycles, both for the artery in a pristine condition, or attached to the stent.
2-D and 3-D Navier-Stokes based fluid-structure interactive analysis is applied to three different graftartery bypass configurations. Wall shear stress gradients (WSSG) have been considered as the trigger for
the abnormal biological processes leading to rapid restenosis. It appeared that this problem can be
significantly optimized by finding graft - artery bypass configurations for which the WSSG is minimal.
Mechanical outcome, caused by the abrupt change of flow path wall stiffness due to the vascular
prosthesis, is estimated by analysis of the corresponding edge effects for the stress components in arterial
wall. In case of the composite stent material (reinforced elastollan) an optimal orthotropy is calculated
and interpreted.
Arterial vessel fatigue analysis is based on a significantly nonlinear model, comprising hyperelastic
constitutive relations and finite deformation, coupled with the membrane thin walled shell theory.
Contributions of different nonlinearities are analyzed. Conclusions made comparing cyclic lives relating
to the mechanical stress level for the normal and elevated blood pressures, with and without stent.
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Introduction

Background Information
The human circulatory system is made up of the heart, arteries (carries blood away from the heart) and
veins (carries blood to the heart). To understand the health and disease of hemodynamic system it is
necessary to understand the fluid mechanics of internal flow and mechanics of an arterial wall. In terms of
a vernacular language of mechanical engineering, an investigator needs to study a pulsatile viscous flow
inside bifurcated flow path interacted with deformable hyperelastic or viscous-hypereleastic wall,
operated within “design” and “off-design” conditions, with account of stress dependent mechanical
properties, and fatigue. “Off-design”, or abnormal hemodynamic conditions are characterized by elevated
blood pressure, discontinuity in mechanical properties due to the artificial prosthesis placing, aneurism,
and others.
Although the arterial wall has clearly different concentric layers, it is assumed for simplicity in the
present research, that averaged homogenized properties can be used to characterize the model. The latter
is justified by the available integral mechanical characteristics presented in open literature for the entire
wall.
Real structure of the arterial wall is briefly outlined below. The structure of the artery is presented in
Figure 1.1

Morphology of the Artery

Figure 1.1: Drawing of a medium sized muscular artery [2].

The arteries are made of three concentric layers: the innermost layer or tunica is called inner tunics or
intima is the smallest in size and made up of a single layer about 0.2-0.5 µm thick with endothelial cells
held on a 1µm thick lamina made of collagen [1]. The normal intima has negligible mechanical properties
because it is very thin, although intimal hyperplasia or other extreme conditions may affect the arteries
properties [2]. The middle layer is called the media, consists concentric patterns of elastic fibers and
smooth muscle cells. It is lined with perforated sheets of melded elastic fibers. It contributes greatly to
mechanical response of arteries. It also enables trans-mural transfer of water, nutrients and electrolytes to
the outer layers. The outermost layer is called the adventitia. It is a dense network of collagen fibers
oriented longitudinally. It contributes 10% of the wall thickness in elastic artery and more in muscular
artery.
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The arteries are classified according to the size and distance from the heart. The one close to the heart is
called the elastic artery as they have large vessels and can withstand the pressure of the heart. Pulmonary
artery is an elastic artery. The muscular artery is of medium diameter and is closer to tissues. It consists of
smooth muscles. Cartoid, brachial, liliac and coronary are examples of muscular artery. The smallest in
diameter is called the arterioles. It has a thick muscular wall and feeds the organ and tissues.
Bends and bifurcations in large and medium-size arteries are common sites in the vascular network. The
structure of the bifurcated artery is significantly different from the straight cylinders. Figure 1.3 shows the
iliac artery branching into finer femoral arteries. The arterial wall thickness is uniform away from the
branch; there is a noticeable increase in wall thickness at the branch region. The wall is thicker at the
proximal region of the branch and in the distal region, the wall thickness increases significantly to a point
of producing almost a sharp wedge.

Figure 1.2: Longitudinal section of canine iliac artery branching into femoral arteries [1].

Vascular Pathologies
The pathological state of large and medium sized muscular arteries and is triggered by endothelial
cell dysfunction. Because of factors like pathogens, oxidized LDL particles and other inflammatory
stimuli endothelial cells become activated. The complicated disease associated with the degeneration of
the endothelial cells is called atherosclerosis.
The atherosclerosis is complicated and involves a lot of physiologic and pathological events. The exact
mechanism is unclear. The prevailing body of knowledge suggest that the atherogenic process is a
response to injury of the artery wall- known as the response-to injury hypothesis [3]. This hypothesis
states that the arteries protective response to some form of injury to the lining of the endothelium, and
possibly to the smooth muscle cells results in the accumulation or proliferation of the SMC’s. This
inflammatory response was a key factor in the development of the lesion. According to their description
there are three critical stages involved in the formation of the lesion 1) the focal intimal migration,
proliferation, accumulation of macrophages, T-lymphocytes, and SMC’s; 2) formation of a connective
tissue matrix by the accumulated SMC’s; and 3) accumulation of lipid within macrophages and SMC’s
and in the surrounding extracellular matrix. Figure 1.4 shows the progression of the atherosclerotic
lesions.
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Figure 1.3: Progression of atherosclerosis [4].

Figure 1.3 shows the progression of the atherosclerosis. The first observable lesion of atherosclerosis is
the fatty streak. This is an accumulation of lipid within macrophages in the intima. The transport of the
lipoprotein particles through the artery wall results in the accumulation of the lipid in the artery. The
appearance of the fatty streak is yellow in colour on the luminal surface, due to the accumulation of the
lipid-filled macrophages that cluster beneath the endothelium. The fatty streaks are primarily formed at
the branches and bifurcations. With prolonged effect the fatty streak can turn into a fibro-fatty or
intermediate lesion. This intermediated lesion may consist of multiple layers of SMC’s wrapped around
by connective tissues. The intima may and grow thicker, if this lesion increases in size. More progressed
lesion may consist of fibrous cap of connective tissues with SMC’s intermixed with monocyte-derived
macrophages, surrounded by a collagen matrix of proteoglycans and elastic fibers. Further progression
makes the lesion stenotic and fibrotic [3].
Atherosclerosis affects the artery system only at well-defined places. They are predominantly found at the
bifurcations, tributaries and curvatures [5, 6]. Figure 1.4 shows the distribution pattern in the artery
system. The most common sites are the lower descending aorta and its branches followed by the coronary
arteries and the arteries of lower extremities.

Figure 1.4: Distribution of atherosclerosis in humans [1].
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It has been believed for a long time that this focal nature of the disease can be explained local
disturbances in the blood flow [7, 8]. In more recent studies [9, 10], supportive evidence has been
documented that relates hemodynamics factors in development of atherogenesis. It is now obvious that
hemodynamic factors are involved in all stages of the atherogenic process. Figure 1.6 shows the relation
of the events of atherogenesis to the disturbances in blood flow, which are characterized by flow
separation and recirculation zones, high or low shear stress region.

Research Objectives
The primary goal of this thesis is to explore the power of mechanical engineering tool to predict failure
modes due to the “off-design” conditions, and alleviate, if possible, the corresponding impact. The
following specific objectives are suggested:

2

o

Estimation of a wall shear stress gradients in case of disturbed viscous flow patterns due
to the graft to artery merge as a “trigger” factor for the early bypass graft thrombosis.
Verification of a 2D and 3D CFD approach by analyzing solution convergence on
different meshes, and comparing with the known solutions from other source.

o

Comparative analysis of typical graft-to artery junction configurations with application to
the rational design.

o

Stress –fatigue analysis of the isolated artery loaded by a cyclic repetitive pressure with
account of a hyperelasticity and finite deformations of arterial wall. Analysis of a
contribution of each nonlinearity. Comparative analysis of life cycles with a normal and
a moderately elevated blood pressure.

o

Stress –fatigue analysis of a human aorta at the junction: aorta - endovascular stent with
account of wall stiffness discontinuity. Solving Minmax optimization problem by
minimizing maximum value of von Mises stress in artery by varying the rate of
orthotropy of a composite stent in order to reduce the risk of restenosis. Comparative
analysis of life cycles corresponding to a normal and a moderately elevated blood
pressure

Literature Review

The literature on the hemodynamic aspect of this disease is broadly divided two areas 1) the experimental
and numerical investigations of correlation between flow patterns and plaque sites and 2) the effect of
flow parameters like wall shear stress and pressure on the arterial wall, specifically the response of the
endothelium cells to the changing flow parameters.
There is a great body of evidence that shows that the hemodynamics factor play a role in the initiation and
progression of atherogenesis. This is so because most of the atherosclerotic lesions are found at the bends
and the bifurcations of the arteries where the local flow disturbances are predominant. The exact relation
between the biological process and hemodynamics is not very clear as the flow patterns in these areas are
12
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characterized by variations of wall shear stresses and flow circulation etc. Therefore, detailed studies of
the fluid phenomena at these sites may contribute to a better understanding of the process of
atherosclerosis.
The circulatory system of the human body consists of different arterial branches at different angles. They
can be classified into two categories: Y-shaped and end-to side. Coronary and iliac branches are examples
of the Y-shaped branch. Our focus area generally belongs to the first category. Several experimental
studies [11, 12] were made to measure the velocity profile in a model carotid bifurcation under
physiological flow conditions. They found a correlation between the intimal thickness and the low and
oscillation shear stress.
There are many hypotheses in the literature that explains the mechanism of the atherogenesis. The most
accepted is the role of hemodynamics in the regulation of vascular biology and in the localization of the
atherosclerosis. Studies by Schettler and Comberg point out hypercholesterolemia as one of the major risk
factor for atherosclerosis[13]. However, experimental investigations[14] point out that the intimal
thickening can be induced by altering blood flow independent of the serum cholesterol level and diet.
Moreover, the blood cholesterol level are not essential for atherogenesis, thought they may enhance the
low density lipoprotein metabolism of the arterial wall[15]. Hence it is justifiable to focus only on the
fluid mechanical factors and their variations.
The wall shear stress (τw) and blood pressure (p) are the two mechanical forces that directly act upon the
endothelial cells. The effect of pressure on the severity of the atherosclerosis has been pointed out by
some researchers, however there is not considerable evidence to show the direct relation[13, 14].
Additionally it has been pointed that elevation of blood pressure without any metabolic disorder does not
cause atherosclerosis[13, 14]. In support of this result, the arterial lesion was found out to be closely
related to the elevated level of circumferential wall tension caused by hypertension. However, the
endothelial does not feel the wall tension but only the effect of wall shear stress[16]. Moreover, results
from Glagov et al, state the wall tension is related to arterial wall thickness whereas wall shear stress is
related to the diameter of the artery[17]. Hence, it can be easily seen that hypertension does not contribute
to the initiating action of the endothelial cells. Relative to the above mentioned hypotheses, wall shear
stress is the most important factor contributing the endothelial damage.
There are four theories in the literature that explains the mechanism of atherogenesis with respect to wall
shear stress. Each hypothesis with its shortcomings is explained below.

Shear stress theories
This theory states that the endothelial damage is caused by the acute shearing stress. Therefore, it may be
responsible for plaque formation. This theory explains that the damage and repair process of the
endothelium cell as the cause for the atherogenesis [7, 18, 19]. However, evidence from shows that the
atherosclerotic lesion may occur in the regions of low shear stress as well. Moreover, the theory fails to
explain the non-appearance of lesions in expected regions of high shear stress[20, 21]. On the contrary the
low shear stress theory states that the atheroma occurs at regions of low shear stress [20]. However, the
theory could not explain the intima thickening in the higher shear regions. Therefore, researcher believe
that the atherosclerotic lesion can occur both at the low and higher shear stress regions. It has also been
pointed out that the endothelial cell experience structural and functional abnormalities in the shear
regions.
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Acknowledging that the atherosclerotic lesions fall on both low and high shear stress regions, oscillating
shear stress theory was postulated to explain the mechanism. This theory states that the oscillating wall
shear stress initiates the growth of plaque formation when the τw is outside the limit of τmin and τmax. The
τmin and τmax limit determines the growth rate of plaque and when the wall shear stress falls beyond this,
there is plaque formation. This theory when applied to many carotid artery and graft-bypass artery
bifurcation successfully predicted the atherosclerotic lesion sites. This was further supported by the study
that showed that the anastomotic hyperplasia occur when the flow was unusually slow or rapid. However,
this model did not work when bifurcated flow with a physiological input pulse with reverse flow was
considered.
The shortcomings of the above shear stress theories were may be the response of the endothelium cell to
the environmental changes were ignored. Currently, the most popular and widely accepted theory is the
subtle injury or the response to injury theory. This theory states that when the endothelial cells are injured
chemically or mechanically, it responds by changing its function and structure by producing
physiologically active molecules. This response involves the inflammation of cytokines which may lead
to the recruitment of monocytes and platelet aggregation followed by SMC’s proliferation and intimal
thickening. Though the subtle injury theory convincingly explains the atherosclerotic phenomenon, it is
difficult to use as it does not provide information of the source of the injury. Additionally, this model says
that the plaque develops only when the healing process goes wrong, however the cause of it is unknown.
In order to determine the root factor of the initiation, we need to consider the temporal and spatial
variation of the shear stress spatially. The oscillatory shear index based on the lower shear stress theory
explains this possible correlation between the atherosclerotic lesion and the temporal and spatial
variations of the wall shear stress. The experiments by Ku et al based on this theory, measured the fluid
velocities in a scaled model of the human carotid bifurcation with pulsatile input and compared the wall
shear stress results at the affected sites with the OSI. Based on the correlation, it was found that the low
and oscillatory shear stress may be a key factor in the development of the atherosclerotic plaques.
Currently, though the shear stress models in the literature try to explain the mechanism of atherogenesis,
it is not entirely understood. There are some more studies that explain the nature of lesions with regards to
flow separation and reattachment, stagnation point etc.

Intimal Hyperplasia
The most significant difference between intimal hyperplasia and atherosclerotic lesion is that the former is
due to a scar tissue and the latter involve lipids and foam cells. The studies involving synthetic grafts
pointed out that the healing of a grafted artery is similar to the healing of an injury to an artery. Many in
vitro experiments simulating bifurcation flows can be applied to graft bypassing flows as well. Therefore,
the intimal hyperplasia share the same trigger mechanism as those of atherosclerosis. The presence of a
graft in hyperplasia complicates the problem as there is a mismatch between the graft material and the
host artery. This material mismatch causes discontinuity in the stress levels and the deformation adding
more physical factors to be considered in the hypothesis development of the hyperplasia.
The easy to understand model for the intimal hyperplasia with graft anastomoses in the injury model. The
endothelium response with the SMC’s proliferation at the anastomotic site are considered as part of the
healing process. From the literature, the SMC’s proliferate when the arterial wall is injured by the balloon
catheter and the degree of proliferation depends on the degree of the injury. The SMC’s proliferation
ceases when the endothelium layer is restored. Studies show that the SMC’s and the endothelium form the
14
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new intima along the luminal surface of the graft by migration and proliferation from the cut ends of the
artery to anastomoses. This process happens until the endothelialization of the graft is completed, the cell
proliferation would stop. Schwartz points out that the SMC proliferation does not happen when the injury
is small as the endothelium can replace itself. The hyperplasia occurs if there is a continual injury of the
endothelial cells as the SMC’s have constantly proliferate to reduce the exposure of the endothelium.
Therefore, it is this abnormal continuous proliferation of the SMC’s that leads to intimal hyperplasia.
The theories developed for the atherosclerosis have also been applied for the formation of hyperplasia.
The high or low shear stress theories have been included because the former leads to endothelial
thickening and the latter is correlated with intimal thickening. Studies show that there are two different
types of anastomotic thickening, the suture line intimal thickening and the arterial floor intimal
thickening. It was concluded in the study that the intimal thickening may be caused by the compliant
mismatch of the graft and the arterial thickening may be caused by low shear and oscillating flow.
Therefore, for synthetic grafts compliance mismatch is of great concern.
Summarizing the literature regarding the intimal hyperplasia, all the theories presented has its strong
points. There is still a quest for theory that generally predicts the susceptible sites. In the next chapter, the
atherogenesis and intimal hyperplasia is further explained. One of our own hypothesis based on the wall
surface energy gradient is put forward.

Wall Shear Stress Hypothesis (WSS)
The key hemodynamic factor which aggravates the endothelial cells and initiates the degenerate disease
process is the wall shear stress. The in vivo studies show that the lesions occur in the disturbed flow
region where WSS changes rapidly and the EC’s are often polygonal or in a round shape in this region.
The WSS hypothesis is of interest because of this correlation with the cell elongation and alignment of the
endothelial cells. As stated in the literature above, the structural and functional change of the endothelial
cells set the degenerate disease process in motion. However, in the vitro cell cultural studies conducted
with parallel plate devices and cone -plate devices, the WSS was uniform and constant. The results show
that the EC’s are in an elongated shape even in regions where the WSS is constant and are spared of
lesions. In view of this contrasting evidence, it is clear that the correlation does not necessarily mean that
it is the initiating factor. In other words, the correlation between the cell elongation and alignment and
shear stress level does not explain the onset of the lesions in disturbed flow regions where the
morphological changes are the same regardless of the WSS high or low. Therefore, we can conclude that
the alignment itself is independent of the shear stress, however the speed of the alignment depends on the
magnitude of the shear stress. Therefore, knowing that the atherosclerotic lesions coincide with the WSS
regions, we can conclude that the monocytes leading to the atherosclerotic plaque formation is
independent of the magnitude of the WSS but dependent on the magnitude of the change in WSS. The
results of the study which states that the EC’s responds not only to the magnitude of the shear stress but
also to the rate of change in the WSS accentuates this.Moreover, it has been speculated that the
endothelial cell turnover may not be caused by the magnitude of shear stress alone. There may be some
other characteristics of the flow which are responsible. Wall shear stress gradient (WSSG) could be a
possible explanation as the lesion-prone regions experience higher shear stress gradients. Therefore,
WSSG may be the parameter that could possibly explain the focal nature of this diseases as there are no
local disturbances when the WSSG is zero.
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Wall Shear Stress Gradient Hypothesis (WSSG)
The WSSG concept was developed by Satcher and Dewey and DePaola et al. The WSSG represents the
non-uniform hemodynamics since zero WSSG means uniform wall shear stress. Whenever there is a
change in shear stress, there is a non-zero WSSG. In addition to that, there are other factors such as the
geometry of the blood vessel, the properties of the blood, wall elasticity that alters the WSSG
distributions which dictate the localization of the lesions. Therefore, WSSG is the most authoritative
indicator of the non-uniform hemodynamics and hence the triggering factor of the atherogenesis.
The WSS in the blood vessels varies in space and time, it is defined mathematically as τw= τw(t,s). The
temporal variation is defined as

at a fixed location and the spatial variation is defined as

at fixed

time intervals. The temporal variations of the WSS was experimentally measured in a bifurcated model
and found to be small or proportional to the time variation of pulsatile blood flow, in regions of constantly
high or low shear stress. Based on this observation, we can neglect the effect of the temporal WSSG term
and focus on the spatial shear stress gradient term. Therefore, we can hypothesize that it is the spatial
WSSG that is leading to the atherosclerotic lesions and triggers unfavorable biological events in the
development of the intimal hyperplasia.
In support of this hypothesis, there is in vitro and in vivo experimental evidence that shows the
correlation between the spatial gradient of the wall shear stress and the lesion developing sties. The in
vitro cell culture experiments made at the near arterial branches pointed out that the increased cell DNA
synthesis, migration and the cell turnover has been found at the regions of high shear stress gradients.
Moreover, the study by Davies et al on the effects of the turbulence of the endothelial turnover found that
the turbulence creates spatial shear gradients and causes the differential forces between the cells, by
triggering cell division.

3

CFD Application in Bifurcated Arteries

Numerical simulations has been used to investigate the hemodynamics of arterial flow and the
hemodynamic factors influencing atherogensis. Comsol 4.3 has been used to simulate the entire flow field
and calculate the wall shear stress and wall shear stress gradient in the T- junction under steady and
pulsatile flows. This thesis will concentrate on 2D and 3D simulations of flow in branching blood vessel.
In this chapter, we will describe the numerical method used to solve the basic equations governing the
blood flow, the geometry, the mesh generation and the validation of the numerical code.
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T Junction 2D Stationary model
Only 2D steady-state model is analyzed here. This section has an objective to test the algorithm by
analyzing the mesh dependency, and also verifying results across known ones from an open literature

Geometry, Model and Boundary Conditions
Outlet 2
V2, P2

Inlet

Outlet 1

V, P

V1, P1

Figure 3.1: 2D T- Junction

The geometry consists of two rectangles perpendicular to each other. This geometry was developed
similar to the experimental set up discussed in Leipsch [22]. The dimensions are shown in Table 1.
Geometry

Dimensions
(mm)
0
Rectangle (0 )
90x10
Rectangle (900 ) 50x10
Table 1: Dimensions of 2D T junction

Figure 3.1 shows the boundary conditions for the T junction. It consists of outlets with outlet 2 on the top
and outlet 1 on the right. The flow enters through the inlet and the exits through the outlet 1 and 2.
The steady two –dimensional form of Navier-Stokes equations written in terms of pressure and velocity
variables is solved by finite volume method. Equations 3.1 - 3.3 represent the conservation of momentum
and continuity in the Cartesian system of coordinates.
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(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

Grid generation and Mesh Independence test
There are two factors that determine the accuracy of a numerical solution. The round-off error and the
truncation error. The former is machine dependendednt which is based on the arithmetic precision of the
computer. The second error depends on the density and the skewness of the mesh elements. This error is
the major source of inaccuracy. In order to minimise this error and determine the ideal mesh size, we
conducted 3 test runs.

Figure 3.2: Test run cases with different mesh densities

Figure 3.2 shows the different meshes fort the 2D T junction. The mesh is finer near the junction area.
The mesh elements are triangular and the overall mesh element is controlled by three parameters, the
maximum and minimum element size and growth rate of the maximum element. The flow simulation was
conducted according to the experimental flow condition given by Leipsch et al [22]. A steady flow with
Re = 496 and a branch-to artery flow ratio of 0.44 was used. Figure 3.3 shows the contour velocity
profiles for different mesh densities.

Figure 3.3: Contour velocity for different mesh densities
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Table 2 below shows the velocity magnitude corresponding to different meshes. It can be seen that the
velocity magnitude does not change for mesh 2 and 3. The increase in the number of elements for mesh 3
does not have any effect on the magnitude of velocity. Therefore mesh 2 with 4470 elements will be
considered as the optimum and will be used for subsequent simulation purposes.
Mesh Density

Velocity Magnitude
(mm/s)
35.32
34.90
34.90

1428
4770
13845

Flow Ratio
(V2/V)
0.44

Table 2: Computational data for mesh size comparison

The centerline axial velocity is also shown for different mesh densities. It can be seen that the velocity
profile minimally differ for mesh 2 and mesh 3. In order to reduce the memory requirement and CPU time
we will use mesh 2 throughout this study.

X centerline velocity in main duct
35

Velocit y magnitude (mm/s)

30
25
20
Mesh 1
15

Mesh 2
Mesh 3

10
5
0

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

X main duct (mm)
Figure 3.4: Comparison of X centerline velocity for different mesh densities
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Results and Validation
Leipsch and et al [22] have conducted a series of flow visualization studies about the flow patterns in
model artery bifurcations under steady flow condition. They obtained streamlines of velocity analyzing
the particle paths. In order to validate our numerical code, under the same flow conditions in a 2D Tjunction simulations were done and the results are shown below. Figure 3.5 show the contour velocity
profiles. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is in the range of 0-5 mm/s in areas where the
recirculation occurs.

Figure 3.5: Contour velocity for Re=496 and flow ratio=0.44

Figure 3.6 shows the two recirculation zones in the channels. The larger recirculation is formed in the
branching duct and the farther downstream.

Figure 3.6: Velocity streamlines for Re=496 and flow ratio =0.44
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Figure 3.7: Streamlines for Re=496 and flow ratio 0.44 form Leipsch

There is qualitative agreement of the streamlines between the numerical results and the experimental
results from Leipsch [22]. Figure 3.8 shows the velocity profile in the main duct just after the bifurcation
and farther downstream. The starred line shows the profile before the bifurcation, the dashed lines after
the bifurcation and the dotted profiles far downstream.

Figure 3.8: X velocity profiles in the main duct
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Figure 3.9: X velocity profiles in the main duct from Leipsch

Figure 3.9 and 3.8 are in qualitative agreement. Therefore, the numerical results match the experimental
results.

Figure 3.10: Shear stress contours levels

The shear stress contour obtained in the numerical simulation qualitatively agrees with the Figure 3.11.
Therefore, the numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental results.

Figure 3.11: Shear stress contour level from Leipsch
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T Junction 3D Stationary model
Only 3D steady-state model is analyzed here. This section has an objective to test the algorithm by
analyzing the mesh dependency, and also verifying results across known ones from an open literature

Geometry, Model and Boundary Conditions

H2
R

x
Radius of the cylinder, R

z

H1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: Geometry of 3D T- junction is shown by (a), (b) and (c)
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Dimensions
Radius, R
H1
H2

mm
1.5
25
100

Table 3: Dimension of the 3d T-junction

Outlet 2
V2, P2

x

Inlet

z

Outlet 1

V, P

V1, P1
Figure 3.13: Boundary conditions

The governing Navier-Stokes equations are shown below. Equations 3.4, 3.5 & 3.6 are the momentum
equations for steady state in the Cartesian system,
and equation 3.7 is the continuity equation.

(34)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
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Grid Generation and Mesh Independence Test
Figure 3.2.2 shows the different mesh densities for the T junction. The optimum mesh is identified by
finding the corresponding invariant velocity magnitude.

Figure 3.13: Test run cases for different mesh densities

Figure 3.14 shows the corresponding contour velocity magnitude for different mesh density. The velocity
magnitude converges for mesh 2 and 3. Mesh 2 is selected as the optimum mesh which is a fair number of
elements with accurate velocity magnitude.
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Figure 3.14: Contour velocity profiles for different mesh densities

Mesh Density Vs Velocity
Velocity Magnitude in m/s

125
124
123
122
121
120
119
118
117
0

500000

1000000

1500000

2000000

2500000

3000000

Number of Elements
Figure 3.15: Comparison of velocity magnitude and mesh density

Mesh
Mesh 1
Mesh 2
Mesh 3
Mesh 4
Mesh 5

Number of Elements
30,322
59,631
158,334
532,563
23,93,843

Velocity in mm/s
118
120.34
123.02
123.79
124.36

Table 4: Velocity magnitude for different mesh densities
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Result Validation

Figure 3.16: Particle velocity distribution in the median plane [23].

Figure 3.17 shows the velocity profile results of the experiments conducted by Karino and Kwong [23].
The flow ratio was maintained at 0.25 and the Re=103. Figure 3.18 compares the numerically obtained
velocity profiles with the experimental results published. The velocity profiles at the critical areas along
the X-axis is shown. A qualitative comparison is shown below.

Figure 3.17: Experimental velocity distribution in the side tube

Figure 3.18 shows the developed velocity profiles in the side tube. The dotted lines represent the profiles
at the recirculation zone. The lines with the circle marker represent the profile just after leaving the Tjunction. The black lines represent the velocity profiles outside the recirculation zone. Table 5 shows the
quantitative comparison of the experimental and the numerical values.
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Figure 3.18: Numerical velocity distribution in the side tube

Region
At the recirculation zone
Outside the recirculation zone

Experimental velocity magnitude
(mm/s)
116
106

Numerical velocity magnitude
(mm/s)
112
102

Table 5: Quantitative comparison of experimental and numerical values

The figure 3.19 shows the experimental velocity profile in the main tube. The figure 3.20 shows the
numerical velocity profile at the recirculation zone and outside it. The dotted lines represent the velocity
profile at the recirculation zone. The lines with the circular markers represent the velocity profile of the
fluid before entering the T-junction. The black line represent the profile of the fluid leaving the junction.
Table 6 shows the quantitative comparison of the experimental and the numerical values.
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Figure 3.19: Experimental velocity distribution in the main tube

Figure 3.20: Numerical velocity distribution in the main tube

Region

Outside the recirculation zone
(negative Z direction)
At the recirculation zone
Outside the recirculation zone
(positive Z direction)

Experimental
velocity
magnitude
(mm/s)
135

Numerical velocity
magnitude
(mm/s)
123

86

81

30

32

Table 6: Quantitative comparison of experimental and numerical values
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Figure 3.21: Experimental result of velocity streamlines

Figure 3.22: Numerical result of velocity streamlines.

A qualitative comparison of the numerical and the experimental results are made. Figure 3.23 show the
streamlines as a result of numerical simulation. The recirculation zones obtained numerically are in good
agreement with the experimental results.
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4

Optimal Design of Bypass Configuration

Generally, there are two types of graft-artery bypass configurations, i.e., end-to-side and end-to-end. In
this study we will focus on the end-to side anastomoses. In the end-to-side anastomosis, there exists three
types, i.e., proximal, distal and complicated anastomosis. We will focus on the proximal or donor
anastomosis. The effect of anastomotic angles are investigated in this study. Figure 4.1 shows the
proximal anastomosis. The different angles studied are shown in table 7. Newtonian fluid is used for the
study. A standard flow rate of Q in: Qout2: Q out1= 100:80:20 and a standard diameter ratio of 1:1 was used
for the study .The flow rate and the diameter ratio are kept constant for the purpose of the study. A three
dimensional steady flow analysis and time dependent flow analysis is studied.

Outlet 2

Bifurcation
Angle

𝛼

Inlet

Outlet 1
Figure 4.1: General graft-artery bifurcation angle

Bifurcation
Angle in
degrees
60
90
120
150
Table 7: Bifurcation angles of the graft-artery
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The mid-plane geometries for all the angles are shown in figure 4.2.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.2 Mid- plane view for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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Results of Three Dimensional Steady Flow Analysis
Comparison of Velocity profiles for different angles
The velocity profile before entering the junction and after leaving the junction gives us an insight on the
size of the recirculation zones in the main tube. A comparative study for different bifurcation angles is
shown below. Figure 4.3 shows the area of interest where the velocity profiles are studied.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3: Mid-plane velocity profile in the main tube for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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Figure 4.4: Recirculation zone in the main tube [23]

The size of the recirculation in the main tube can be inferred by looking at the velocity profiles in figure
4.3. It can be seen that the vortex formation is bigger in the 60 degree configuration. As the proximal
angle increases the size of the vortex is steadily decreasing.

Wall Shear Stress Comparison for different angles
The wall shear stress for different angles are studied. Figure 4.5 shows the walls on the geometry.

Wall I

Wall II

Wall III
Figure 4.5: Wall boundaries

Figure 4.6 to 4.8 give the wall shear stress (τw ) distributions along the three walls at different angles.
Around the junction on all the three walls, the wall shear decreases or increases abruptly. The smaller the
proximal angle, higher the τw. On wall I the shear stress is steady as the flow approaches the junction, at
the junction the τw increase in magnitude but quickly drops and slowly increases as it enters the branch.
The rapid change at the root area of the branch indicates that a recirculation zone formed in that area. The
τw variations on wall II are similar to wall I except there are no recirculation areas. Wall III shows a
different τw variation pattern. The wall shear stress is steady in magnitude as it approaches the junction
and decreases at the junction area.
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Wall I
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Figure 4.6: WSS for wall I for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

It can be seen from the figure 4.6 that the magnitude of peak τw is highest in the 60 degree configuration.
As the flow conditions are same for all the configurations, it is quite obvious that more flow disturbances
occur at this angle. We can also conclude that the size recirculation zone in this configuration would be
bigger than the rest. Figure 4.6 (d) has the lowest magnitude of peak τw. Hence the flow is not very
disturbed in this configuration, making the 150 degree proximal angle more favorable.
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Wall II

On Wall II
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Figure 4.7: WSS for wall II for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

Figure 4.7 (a) to (d) shows the magnitude of τw for different proximal angles. It can be seen that the
magnitude of peak τw occurs in the 150 degree configuration. However, there are no recirculation zones.
The lowest magnitude of peak τw is in the 90 degree configuration.
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Wall III
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Figure 4.8: WSS for wall III for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

The variation in τw pattern for wall II is different. Figure 4.8 (a) to (d) shows the variation of peak wall
shear stress for different proximal angles. It can be seen that the τw is steady and uniform for all the angles
as the flow approaches the junction and decreases at the junction and plateaus out as the flow leaves the
junction.
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Wall Shear Stress Gradient Comparison for different Angles
Figure 4.9 to 4.11 shows the distribution of WSSG along the three walls. Form these plots, it can be seen
that the non-zero WSSG regions on all the three walls are well defined around the junction area. The
WSSG are basically zero outside the junction. Among the three walls Wall II has the largest WSSG
values and Wall II has the smallest once.
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Figure 4.9: WSSG for wall I for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

On Wall I figure 4.9 (a) the magnitude of WSSG in the heel region is greater than the other angular
configurations. On the other hand, figure 4.9 (d) has the least magnitude of WSSG. This shows that the
WSSG distribution patterns are mainly determined by the junction geometry. Moreover, the larger WSSG
always appear at the lesion prone region, making the 60 degree configuration more susceptible than the
rest.
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Figure 4.10: WSSG for wall II for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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Figure 4.10 (a) to (d) shows the variation on WSSG for different proximal angles. The 150 degree has the
largest and the 90 degree configuration has the smallest WSSG value. Though the 150 degree
configuration has the smallest WSSG value for the heel, its toe has the large magnitude for WSSG.
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Figure 4.11: WSSG for wall III for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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The distribution pattern of WSSG on wall III is very small compared to wall I & II. As stated earlier the
WSSG always appear in the lesion prone regions. The small values of WSSG on the arterial floor show
that it is likely to develop lesions compare wall I & II.

5

Time dependent Input Velocity Profile for 3D T junction

Transient three dimensional flow analyses have been studied. The velocity profile used for the analysis is
defined by the equation 5.1 [24] shown below.

(5.1)

Where x is the position and t is the time step

Figure 5.0.1 Time dependent velocity profile defined by equation (8)
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Results of Three Dimensional Transient Analysis
Quasi Steady Validation
The velocity profiles of the 3d steady state and the 3D transient analysis is compared at three different
locations in the main duct. In the transient phase the time step selected for this purpose is t=2.7s. The flow
is allowed to stabilize for 2 complete cycles before it is compared to the 3D steady state solution. Figure
5.2 shows the flow profiles for all the four angles. The transient flow profiles are in good agreement with
the steady state results.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 5. 2: Quasi steady validation for time dependent flow for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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Wall Shear Stress for different angle for time dependent Input velocity
Figures 5.2.2 to 5.2.4 give the wall shear stress (τw) distribution at four typical steps. The time steps
indicate the acceleration and deceleration phase of the flow. The deceleration phase has always a larger
variation of τw compared to the acceleration phase.
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Figure 5.0.3: WSS for wall I for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

On wall I the 150 degree configuration has the lowest τw variation. The wall shear stress is uniform during
the acceleration and the deceleration phase. The 60 degree configuration has the highest τw variation and
the magnitude of the wss during deceleration is greater than the acceleration phase of the flow.
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Wall II
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Figure 5.0.4: WSS for wall II for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

On wall II the 120 degree configuration has the highest variation of τw. The wss during the deceleration
phase is greater in magnitude compared to the acceleration phase. The 150 degree configuration hass the
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least wss variation among all the other proximal angles. The pattern of the variation of wss is very similar
to the 120 degree configuration.
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Figure 5.0.5: WSS for wall III for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500
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The wall III shows a different wall shear stress variation pattern. During the acceleration phase τw
decreases at the junction area forming and low shear region and during the deceleration phase it increase
in magnitude.

Wall Shear Gradient for different angle
Figures 5.6 to 5.8 shows the distribution of WSSG’s along the three walls at four typical time levels. We
can see from the plots that the non-zero WSSG region on all the walls are well defined around the
junction area.
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Figure 5.0.6: WSSG for wall I for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

On wall I the WSSG peak during the deceleration phase. The 60 degree configuration has the largest
magnitude of WSSG. The 90 degree and the 150 degree configuration have the same WSSG magnitude in
the heel region.
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Figure 5.0.7: WSSG for wall II for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

Among the three walls, wall II has the largest WSSG values. The 150 degree configuration has the largest
peak value of WSSG. The 90 degree configuration has the least WSSG magnitude in the toe region of the
junction.
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Figure 5.0.8: WSSG for wall I for (a) 600 (b) 900 (c) 1200 (d) 1500

Wall III has the smallest WSSG values compared to the three walls. This is because the variation of of
WSS is not as rapid as it is on the other two walls. For all the angle configurations, the magnitude of
WSSG is very small.
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6

Stress Fatigue Analysis of Human Aorta without Endovascular Prosthesis (nonlinear
model)

Cyclic repetitive loading for the aorta is a natural process, with an average frequency of about 70 beats a
minute, which means 36,792,000 load cycles a year, or about 3*109 in an average life time. Therefore,
the cardiovascular system is a biomechanical fatigue environment, which is analyzed in the present work
based on a classical mechanical fatigue theory.
A few papers refer to arterial tissues fatigue as a mechanical phenomenon associated with increased
circumferential and a shear stress level, inducing catastrophic rupture [25-27]. The concept of elastin
fatigue caused by oscillatory motion which degrades the elasticity of elastin and causes a stiffening of the
wall is discussed [28-30]and analyzed, based on a linear elastic oscillation model [31]. A number of invivo experimental studies report that pressures needed to rupture plaques during a static load were about
10 times and more higher than the maximum static pressure, which clinically results in plaque rupture
[32-34]. According to these studies, a typical artery may burst by rupture under a static pressure of 1200
to 1600 mmHg, whereas the fatigue damage may occur at a considerably lower mean pressure.
In the present study we are using a nonlinear hyperelastic mechanical model within the frame of a finite
deformation theory for the high cycle mechanical fatigue analysis. The Wohler arterial S-N diagram was
used presenting stress amplitude versus cycles to failure. An effect of an elevated blood pressure on a life
cycle to failure was analyzed for the isolated artery.
The following assumptions relating to mechanical model create a foundation for the analysis in the
present investigation:
1. The arterial wall is treated as a physically and geometrically nonlinear membrane shell subject to
axisymmetric load and deformation
2. Although the arterial wall has clearly different concentric layers: intima, media and adventia, it is
assumed for simplicity that averaged homogenized properties can be used to characterize fatigue.
The latter is justified by the available stress-fatigue homogeneous characteristics presented in an
open literature
3. It is assumed that material is hyperelastic, which means that stress in this model depends on the
state of strain existing at the same time.
4. The arterial wall possesses anisotropic material properties with elastic symmetry with respect to
cylindrical coordinates (cylindrical orthotropy). Studies by [35] confirm this statement
5. The arterial wall load remain total volume constant during the loading process, i.e.
incompressibility property
6. No residual stress is present when artery is unloaded
Hyperelasticity and Finite Deformation of Anisotropic Arterial Vessel
The concept of pseudoelasticity introduced by Fung [35] proved to be one of the most popular in arterial
mechanics. It is assumed that passive behavior of the artery is nonlinear, and material is incompressible
and anisotropic, undergoing finite deformation. After a few original loading cycles (preconditioning) the
arterial behavior follows some repeatable, hysteresis free pattern with a typical exponential stiffening
effect regarded as a pseudoelastic . Numerous formulations of constitutive models for arteries have been
proposed based on polynomials, exponential functions, log functions or their mixtures, applied to the
pseudoelastic strain-energy density formulation [19, 36, 37]. In a comparison paper it is concluded that
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the exponential descriptor of the passive behavior of arteries, due to Fung, is “the best available”. The
following algorithm is a modification of its counterpart presented in [38], which simplifies the numerical
iteration procedure of solving the basic nonlinear problem.

According to Fung [35] the strain energy density function for the pseudoelastic constitutive relation may
be presented in the following form, where A11 , A12 , A22 , c - are material constants, E , E xx - GreenLagrange strain components in circumferential and axial direction correspondingly

W

1 Q
c(e  1),
2

Q

c
( A11E2  2 A12 E E x  A22 E x2 )
2

(6.1)

The principal Cauchy stress components are given by partial derivatives of strain energy by the
corresponding strain components [ 35 ]

   2

W
 2 ( A11E  A12 E xx )ce Q ;
E

 xx  2x

W
 2x ( A12 E  A22 E xx )ce Q
E xx

(6.2)

The von Mises stress is calculated according to

 M  ( x2   x2     x

(6.3)

For the finite deformation under the inflation and axial load of a thin walled arterial cylinder the stretch
ratio components are defined as

  rm / r0 ;

r  h / h0 ;

x  ( r ) 1

(6.4)

Based on stretch ratios the Green- Lagrange strain components are calculated as
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1 2
(  1),
2

Ex 

1 2
( x  1)
2

(6.5)

For the membrane wall undergoing finite deformations, the pressure – stress relations, following from the
statics conditions, depend on stress ratios, and hence are not statically determinate
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(6.6)

Based on (6.2), (6.5) the ratio of the stress components can be presented in a form

 x 2x A12 E  A22 E xx
 h 1
 2
 (1  r 0 )
   A11E  A12 E xx
 2rmo 2

(6.7)

which is reduced to the quadratic equation
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aE xx2  bE x  c  0

(6.8)

with the following coefficients

a  2 A22
b  2 A12 E  A22  0.5 A122 (1 
c  E ( A12  0.5 A122 (1 

r
)


(6.9)

r
))


The relationship between axial and circumferential strain components can be studied based on a solution
of the equation (6.8)

E xx 

 b  b 2  4ac
2a

(6.10)

Equations (6.2-6.9) create a closed system to determine strain components E , E x and stretch ratios

 ,  x as functions of a non-dimensionalized wall deflection η=  -1. Specifying  as an array within a
physiological range of an arterial strain, and assigning r  1 as an initial value, which corresponds to
the assumption of an undistorted shell normal[39], we calculate all strain and stress components from the
equations, and finally the pressure – deflection dependence which follows from

p



(6.11)

 r
1
(  mo  )
r h0 2

Hyperelasticity and Small Deformation of Anisotropic Arterial Vessel
Small deformation relationships can be derived from the finite deformation equations by setting
 x    r  1 . As a result, the constituent equations (6.2) are simplified as

  

W
 ( A11E  A12 E xx )ce Q ;
E

 xx 

W
 ( A12 E  A22 E xx )ce Q
E xx

(6.12)

The ratio of stress components does not depend on strain components

 x A12 E  A22 E xx
h 1

 (1  0 )
  A11E  A12 E xx
2rmo 2

(6.13)

As a result an axial strain component becomes a linear function of its circumferential counterpart

E xx 

2 A12  A11
E
A12  2 A22

(6.14)
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Specifying E as an array within a physiological range of an arterial strain, we calculate E x and
stress components from (6.14), (6.12), and finally the pressure – deflection dependence which follows
from

p



(6.15)

r
1
( mo  )
h0 2

Linear Elasticity and Finite Deformation of Anisotropic Arterial Vessel
Linear elasticity model could be derived from the equation (6.1) by accounting only for the first term in
an expansion of a strain energy into Taylor series

W

1
1
Q2
c
c(e Q  1)  c(Q 
 ...)  ( A11E2  2 A12 E E x  A22 E x2 )
2
2
2!
2

(6.16)

In this case the constituent equations are simplified according to

   2

W
 2 ( A11E  A12 E xx )c;
E

 xx  2x

W
 2x ( A12 E  A22 E xx )c
E xx

(6.17)

where cA11 , cA12 , cA22 could be interpreted as elastic material constant for the classical linear orthotropic
material
Specifying  as an array within a physiological range of an arterial strain, we calculate E , E x from
the equations (6.5,6.10), stress components from (6.16), (6.17), and finally the pressure – deflection
dependence according to (6.11)

Linear Elasticity and Small Deformation of Anisotropic Arterial Vessel
The mathematical frame in his case is completely linear, and is based on equations (6.13-6.15), coupled
with the linear constituent equations

W
W
 ( A11E  A12 E xx )c;  xx 
 ( A12 E  A22 E xx )c
(6.18)
E
E xx
Specifying E as an array within a physiological range of an arterial strain, we calculate E x and

  

stress components from (6.14), (6.18), and finally the pressure – deflection dependence which follows
from (6.15)
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Nonlinear Model Validation, and Comparative Analysis of Simplified Approaches
The theoretically predicted relationships are presented in Fig.6.1.

Figure 6.1: Typical distributions based on nonlinear constitutive equations and finite deformation.

Each line corresponds to a thoratic aorta of a different mongrel dog. The relating properties are presented
in Figure 6.1, and reproduces in the table 6.2 .The internal diameter and the thickness of aorta are 7.6 mm
and 1.3 mm correspondingly .

Figure 6.2:Experimental according to Fung [33]

Results are closed to the experimental data obtained by Fung [35]. Contributions of different
nonlinearities are presented in Fig. 6.3 to Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.3: Typical distributions based on a nonlinear elasticity model coupled with small deformations

Figure 6.4: Typical distributions based on a linear elasticity model coupled with finite deformations
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Figure 6.5: Typical distributions based on a linear elasticity model coupled with linear deformations

Similar investigation relating to a human aorta is presented in Fig.6.6. The diameter and thickness of the
aorta was 30 mm and 2 mm correspondingly. The anisotropic mechanical properties were identified in
[38] by theoretical calibration based on experimental measurements of a Pulse Wave Velocity [40]. As a
result, A11=0.0782; A22=0.0682; A12=0.001; c=4.08e3 kPa.

Figure 6.6: Typical distributions based on a hyperelasticity model coupled with finite deformations
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7

High Cycle Stress Fatigue Analysis

The study [41] have shown that the arterial wall stress due to blood pressure is very high at the sites
where therosclerotic lesions develop. Since the artery can be treated as a pressure vessel, it is logical to
approach high cycle fatigue problem in artery from the viewpoint of a pressure vessel. The fundamental
difference is expected that the pressure vessel made of metal will rupture or break while the artery will
not rupture, instead it will develop a disease such as atherosclerosis or aneurysm [41].
One of the common ways of predicting the fatigue damage is shown in Figure reproduced from [41].
The total number of cycles to failure relates to the X axis. For the artery, the total number of cycles to
failure is equivalent to the number of cycles to damage or the number of cycles to disease (e.g., to the
development of atherosclerosis). The mean stress is a function of the mean arterial pressure, and the
alternating stress is a function of the pulse pressure. Each combination: mean pressure plus the pulse
pressure (amplitude of stress)- determines the expected number of cycles related to biomedical fatigue.
Unfortunately the data that supports these interpretations was presented in [41] as a single discrete point,
and cannot be used for the general prediction purpose

Figure 7.1: Typical fatigue behavior of a biological material

Another approach known as an S-N curve for the porcine coronary arterial tissue is presented in [42], and
reproduced in the Figure 7.1
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Figure 7.2:S-N curve for the porcine coronary arterial tissue

It follows from this Figure 7.2, that the averaged stress level affects the number of cycles to failure. To
reconcile this plot with Fatigue theory we present the Modified Goodman high cycle fatigue criteria [43].

m
SU



a
SE

1

(7.1)

Where  m ,  a - mean and alternate stress components; S E , SU are fatigue material properties. Assuming
that the amplitude of blood pressure correlates with its mean value, we can consider the equation 7.1
dependent only on a single mean value of stress, and use the S-N curve for the fatigue life prediction.
The normal blood pressure 120/80 mmHg, or the averaged value of 100mmHg according to Fig. 7.2
results in an equivalent (von Mises) stress 0.1MPa, which corresponds to the 150,000 cycles. For the
elevated blood pressure 200/100 mmHg the averaged von Mises stress is equal to 0.17 MPa which
corresponds to 120,000 cycles. The latter is by 20% lower than life prediction in case of a normal blood
pressure.
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8

Stress Fatigue Analysis of Human Aorta with Endovascular Prosthesis

The objective of this section is to assess local mechanical changes induced by endovascular stenting.
Discontinuity of a stiffness at the junction between flexible artery and more rigid stent creates a spike in
stress distribution, which affects mechanical fatigue life at the joint section. Both artery and stent are
considered to be linearly elastic and orthotropic. Whereas arterial tissue is naturally orthotropic, stent is
considered as a composite material with a controlled orthotropy, which, as it is shown, could reduce the
peak value of the maximum wall stress
Mechanical model of the arterial wall and composite stent wall

Figure 8.1: Schematic of the computational domain

Both artery and stent are considered as axisymmetric cylindrical shells, loaded by internal pressure. Stent
is considered as a composite with a controlled cylindrical orthotropy (Figure 8.2)

Figure 8.2: Mechanical models

For the axisymmetric load of a cylindrical shell the equilibrium equations read [39]

dQx N

 p;
dx
r

dM x N

 0;
dx
r

(8.1)

Here Qx is the sheering force in the section x=const; N - is the circumferential membrane force; M x is the bending moment in the axial direction; p – is the blood pressure; r – radius of the shell. Both blood
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vessel and stent exhibit cylindrical orthotropy, so that the relating Hooke’s law applied to the shell
internal integral factors reads

E wh
d 2w
d
d 2w
; M x  Dx
;
Q

(
D
);
x
x
r
dx
dx 2
dx 2
Ex h3
Dx 
12(1   x x )

N 

(8.2)

In Eq.8.2 E , E x -axial and circumferential Young moduli in circumferential and axial directions;

 x , x are Poisson coefficients for orthotropic material; Dx – axial bending stiffness; w – wall normal
displacement.
Substituting the relations (8.2) into (8.1) results in the following differential equation, characterizing the
edge effect for the thin walled orthotropic cylindrical shell

d2
d 2 w E h
(
D
) 2 w p
x
dx 2
dx 2
r

(8.3)

Assuming that mechanical properties are piece wise homogeneous, experiencing discontinuity at the joint
section, equation (8.3) can be presented in the following form

d 4w
p
 44 w 
,
4
Dx
dx

4

E h
4 Dx r 2

(8.4)

General solution of this equation for the stent can be written in the following form (index “s” stands for
“stent”)

ws ( x)  C1 K ( s , x)  C 2 L( s , x)  C3 M ( s , x)  C 4 N ( s , x)  ws
K ( s , x)  exp(  s x) sin( s x)
L( s , x)  exp(  s x) cos( s x)

(8.5)

M ( s , x)  exp(  s x) sin( s x)
N ( s , x)  exp(  s x) cos( s x)
ws 

pr 2
Es h
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For the artery the corresponding solution should contain only “damping” terms, so that

wa ( x)  C5 M (a , x)  C 6 N (a , x)  wa
M (a , x)  exp( a x) sin(a x)

(8.6)

N (a , x)  exp( a x) cos(a x)
wa 

pr 2
Ea h

Six constants Ci, i=1,2,…, 6 should be calculated satisfying to boundary conditions for the stent and
artery
Two symmetry condition at x=0 (middle section for the stent)

dw
| x 0  0
dx
d 3w
| x 0  0
dx 3
And four matching boundary conditions

(8.7)

at the joint section (x=Lst/2)

wa  ws | x  Lst / 2
dwa
dws
wa | x  Lst / 2 
ws | x  Lst / 2
dx
dx
d 2 wa
d 2 ws
Da
w
|

D
ws | x  Lst / 2
a x  Lst / 2
s
dx 2
dx 2
d 3 wa
d 3 ws
Da
wa | x  Lst / 2  Ds
ws | x  Lst / 2
dx 3
dx 3

(8.8)

are used to determine six unknown coefficients Ci, i=1,2,…,6
We consider controlled orthotropy of prosthesis by varying orientation of its fiber, as shown in the Figure
8.2. The relationship between the angle of orientation and orthotropic properties is given [44].

Q11  Q11c 4  Q22 s 4  2(Q12  2Q 66 )c 2 s 2
Q22  (Q11  Q22  4Q66 ) s 2 c  (c 4  s 4 )Q12
Q22  Q22c 4  Q11s 4  2(Q12  2Q 66 )c 2 s 2

(8.9)

c  cos( ),
s  sin( )
Where Qij are the elements of a stiffness matrix characterizing stress –strain relationship in (x,y)
coordinates associated with longitudinal and circumferential directions of the vessel
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(8.10)

whereas Qij - are the elements of stiffness matrix in the principal system of coordinates associated with
the ply. We considered the following mechanical properties for numerical investigation:
Each ply element characterized by orientation θ, has its mirror image with an orientation – θ, so that the
overall structure can be considered as an orthotropic one in the global system of coordinates associated
with the longitudinal and circumferential directions.
Mechanical properties for the arteries are based on the data presented in [45-47]
Axial Young modulus for the artery
3 MPa
Circumferential Young modulus for the artery
2.7MPa
Poisson coefficients
0.5
Diameter
12 mm
Wall thickness
1.1 mm
Mechanical properties for the prosthesis are based on the data presented in
Elastic modulus for the reinforced elastollan
30 MPa
Poisson coefficient
0.3
Length of the prosthesis
40 mm
Maximum intramural pressure

160 mmHg
Table 8: Mechanical Properties

Equivalent stresses for the artery have been calculated using von Mises criteria. Figures 8.3 -illustrate
distribution of internal forces and stresses in the vicinity of a junction artery – stent.

Figure 8.3: Distribution of a normal deflection, slope, axial bending moment and a shear force in the proximity of a junction
(blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 45degree
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Figure 8.4: Distribution of a circumferential force, axial stress, circumferential stress, and a von Mises stress in the proximity of
a junction ( blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 45degree

Figure 8.5: Distribution of a normal deflection, slope, axial bending moment and a shear force in the proximity of a junction
(blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 30 degree
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of a circumferential force, axial stress, circumferential stress, and a von Mises stress in the proximity of
a junction ( blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 30 degree

Figure 8.7: Distribution of a normal deflection, slope, axial bending moment and a shear force in the proximity of a junction
(blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 60 degree
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Figure 8.8: Distribution of a circumferential force, axial stress, circumferential stress, and a von Mises stress in the proximity of
a junction ( blue line – across the stent, red line – across the artery); ply orientation – 60 degree

Numerical simulation shows a high concentration of flexural factors in the vicinity of a junction, such as
bending moments, shear forces and the corresponding stresses including von Mises stress. It is natural
that discontinuity in properties results in discontinuity of circumferential force, circumferential stress and
von Mises stress. The calculations show high sensitivity of the peak stress to the material orthotropy.
Figure 8.9 illustrates dependence of the peak of von Mises stress relating to artery on the fiber angle
orientation.

Figure 8.9: Von Mises peak stress dependence on the fiber orientation
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Results prove that the fiber angle orientation, which is about 30 o, provides minimum stress of a von
Mises stress. It could be explained by the fact that the circumferential and the normal in a radial direction
stresses are statically determinate, and do not depend on the stiffness. Bending stress diminishes
dramatically when the axial stiffness increases until angle reaches 30 degrees. Starting from this point a
stiff stent serves practically as a clamped section for the arterial vessel, providing no change for arteries
mechanical properties.
The normal blood pressure 120/80 mm Hg, or the averaged value of 100mmHg according to the presented
model and a fatigue chart Fig. 5 results in an equivalent (von Mises) peak stress of 0.15 MPa, which
corresponds to the 120,000 cycles.
For the elevated blood pressure 160/100 mmHg the averaged von Mises stress is equal to 0.2 MPa which
corresponds to 100,000 cycles. The latter is by 20% lower than life prediction in case of a normal blood
pressure. The analyzed peak stresses correspond everywhere to the optimized value for fiber orientation

9

Conclusion

In this study we explored the mechanical factors that are responsible for the formation of the aneurism
and atherosclerosis in the artery. We also showed quantitatively that WSSG can be used as a predicting
factor for atherogenic sites in branching blood vessels. It was also used as a guide for the optimal design
of graft-artery bypass configuration. It was also discussed how the minimal WSSG can be used to find the
optimal graft- artery bypass configuration. Based on the result of theoretical analyses and numerical
simulations, we can also predict the number of life cycles of the artery in natural condition and the artery
attached to the stent.
We also analyzed the fatigue of the artery based on linear and nonlinear model. The contributions of
different nonlinearities and the relation between the nonlinearity and life cycle of the arterial stent were
analyzed. The flow characteristics in 2D and 3D geometries for different angles and the corresponding
mechanical outcomes caused by the abrupt change of flow patterns were analyzed. The local stress
distribution at the arterial –stent junction known as the edge effect was also analyzed and interpreted.
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Appendices

Appendix-A
Fung’s model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%PWV_Pseudoelastic Model
% Fung's model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%Multiple Fung's properties
clc; clear all; close all
%Input Data
R0=3.83e-3; h0=1.35e-3; %m from Jones,-Anliker, 1971 to verify PWV
Rin0=R0-h0; Rmid0=R0-h0/2;
%Elastic properties from Zhou, Fung 1997
C=[49600 120200 124500 126000 153600 172900]; %Pa
A1=[0.32 0.289 0.338 0.175 0.2 0.264];
%non-dim
A2=[0.451 0.397 0.441 0.314 0.292 0.379];
A4=[0.0681 0.0727 0.0099 0.0406 0.039 0.0461];
rho=1000; %kg/m^3, density of blood;
Lr=0.9;
Ni=20;
%Eta2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% AP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% PWV2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% DP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% %sqrt_DP2D = zeros(length(C), Ni);

for k=1:length(C)
a1=A1(k);
a2=A2(k);
a4=A4(k);
c=C(k);

%

%loop by Fung's testing specimen

for i=1:Ni %loop by Eta - deflection
Eta(i)=0.006*(i-1)/(Ni-1);
Lth(i)=(1+Eta(i)+h0/(2*Rin0))*Rin0/Rmid0;
Eth(i)=Eta(i)/Rmid0;
Ex(i)=(2*a4-a1)/(a4-2*a2)*Eth(i);
Sigth(i)=c*(a1*Eth(i)+a4*Ex(i));
Sigx(i) =c*(a2*Ex(i)+a4*Eth(i));
SigEq(i)=sqrt(Sigth(i)^2+Sigx(i)^2-Sigth(i)*Sigx(i));
ASigEq(k,i)=SigEq(i);
AP(i)=Sigth(i)*h0/Rmid0;
AP(i)=AP(i)/1000*7.6; %conversuon from Pa > kPa > mmHg
end
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if(k == 1)
color='k';
elseif(k == 2)
color='m';
elseif(k == 3)
color='c';
elseif(k == 4)
color='r';
elseif(k == 5)
color='g';
elseif(k == 6)
color='b';
else
color='b';
end
subplot(2,2,1);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on

subplot(2,2,2);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(AP,ASigEq(k,:)*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,2,3);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,2,4);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
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plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Axial Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
%
end

Fung’s Physics linear and geometry non linear
%PWV_Pseudoelastic Model
% Fung's model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%Version 1 - single Fung's case
%Version 2 - multiple Fung's case
clc; clear all; close all
%Input Data
R0=3.83e-3; h0=1.35e-3; %m from Jones,-Anliker, 1971 to verify PWV
Rin0=R0-h0; Rmid0=R0-h0/2;
%Elastic properties from Zhou, Fung 1997
C=[49600 120200 124500 126000 153600 172900]; %Pa
A1=[0.32 0.289 0.338 0.175 0.2 0.264];
%non-dim
A2=[0.451 0.397 0.441 0.314 0.292 0.379];
A4=[0.0681 0.0727 0.0099 0.0406 0.039 0.0461];
rho=1000; %kg/m^3, density of blood;
Lr=0.9;
Ni=20;
%Eta2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% AP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% PWV2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% DP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% %sqrt_DP2D = zeros(length(C), Ni);

for k=1:length(C)
a1=A1(k);
a2=A2(k);
a4=A4(k);
c=C(k);

%loop by Fung's testing specimen

for i=1:Ni %loop by Eta - deflection
Eta(i)=0.9*(i-1)/(Ni-1);
Lth(i)=(1+Eta(i)+h0/(2*Rin0))*Rin0/Rmid0;
Eth(i)=(Lth(i)^2-1)/2;
%Coefficients for quadratic equations
aa=2*a2;
bb=2*a4*Eth(i)+a2-0.5*a4*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0);
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cc=Eth(i)*(a4-a1*0.5*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0));

Ex(i)=(-bb+sqrt(bb^2-4*aa*cc))/(2*aa);
Lx(i)=sqrt(2*Ex(i)+1);
Sigth(i)=Lth(i)^2*c*(a1*Eth(i)+a4*Ex(i));
Sigx(i) =Lx(i)^2* c*(a2*Ex(i)+a4*Eth(i));
SigEq(i)=sqrt(Sigth(i)^2+Sigx(i)^2-Sigth(i)*Sigx(i));
AP(i)=Sigth(i)/(Lth(i)/Lr*Rmid0/h0-0.5);
AP(i)=AP(i)/1000*7.6; %conversuon from Pa > kPa > mmHg
end

if(k == 1)
color='k';
elseif(k == 2)
color='m';
elseif(k == 3)
color='c';
elseif(k == 4)
color='r';
elseif(k == 5)
color='g';
elseif(k == 6)
color='b';
else
color='b';
end
subplot(2,3,1);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,2);
%plot(AP2D(i,:),PWV2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Lth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circuferential Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Circumferential Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Strain
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
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%
subplot(2,3,3);
plot(Lx,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Axial Stretch Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
subplot(2,3,4);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(AP,SigEq*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,5);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,6);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Axial Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
%
end

%
%
%

AP2D(k,:) = AP*.0075; %Pa->mmHg
PWV2D(k,:) = PWV;
DP2D(k,:) = DP;
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%
%

%sqrt_DP2D(k,:) = sqrt_DP;
end
%k

% for i=1:length(C) %outer loop for per speciman constants
%
if(i == 1)
%
color='k';
%
elseif(i == 2)
%
color='m';
%
elseif(i == 3)
%
color='c';
%
elseif(i == 4)
%
color='r';
%
elseif(i == 5)
%
color='g';
%
elseif(i == 6)
%
color='b';
%
else
%
color='b';
%
end
%
subplot(2,3,1);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Pressure
[mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,2);
%
%plot(AP2D(i,:),PWV2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Lth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Circuferential Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Circumferential Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Strain
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
hold on
% %
%
subplot(2,3,3);
%
plot(Lx,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Axial Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
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%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,4);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(AP,SigEq*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,5);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,6);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Green Axial
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
% %
% end
%

Fung’s Physics nonlinear and geometry linear
%PWV_Pseudoelastic Model
% Fung's model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%Multiple Fung's properties
clc; clear all; close all
%Input Data
R0=3.83e-3; h0=1.35e-3; %m from Jones,-Anliker, 1971 to verify PWV
Rin0=R0-h0; Rmid0=R0-h0/2;
%Elastic properties from Zhou, Fung 1997
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C=[49600 120200 124500 126000 153600 172900]; %Pa
A1=[0.32 0.289 0.338 0.175 0.2 0.264];
%non-dim
A2=[0.451 0.397 0.441 0.314 0.292 0.379];
A4=[0.0681 0.0727 0.0099 0.0406 0.039 0.0461];
rho=1000; %kg/m^3, density of blood;
Lr=0.9;
Ni=20;
%Eta2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% AP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% PWV2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% DP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% %sqrt_DP2D = zeros(length(C), Ni);

for k=1:length(C)
a1=A1(k);
a2=A2(k);
a4=A4(k);
c=C(k);

%

%loop by Fung's testing specimen

for i=1:Ni %loop by Eta - deflection
Eta(i)=0.005*(i-1)/(Ni-1);
Lth(i)=(1+Eta(i)+h0/(2*Rin0))*Rin0/Rmid0;
Eth(i)=Eta(i)/Rmid0;
Ex(i)=(2*a4-a1)/(a4-2*a2)*Eth(i);
Q=(a1*Eth(i)^2-2*a4*Eth(i)*Ex(i)+a2*Ex(i)^2);
W=c/2*(exp(Q)-1);
Sigth(i)=(2*W+c)*(a1*Eth(i)+a4*Ex(i));
Sigx(i) =(2*W+c)*(a2*Ex(i)+a4*Eth(i));
SigEq(i)=sqrt(Sigth(i)^2+Sigx(i)^2-Sigth(i)*Sigx(i));
ASigEq(k,i)=SigEq(i);
AP(i)=Sigth(i)*h0/Rmid0;
AP(i)=AP(i)/1000*7.6; %conversuon from Pa > kPa > mmHg
end

if(k == 1)
color='k';
elseif(k == 2)
color='m';
elseif(k == 3)
color='c';
elseif(k == 4)
color='r';
elseif(k == 5)
color='g';
elseif(k == 6)
color='b';
else
color='b';
end
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subplot(2,2,1);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on

subplot(2,2,2);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(AP,ASigEq(k,:)*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,2,3);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,2,4);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Axial Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
%
End

Fung’s physics nonlinear geometry nonlinear
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%PWV_Pseudoelastic Model
% Fung's model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%Version 1 - single Fung's case
%Version 2 - multiple Fung's case
clc; clear all; close all
%Input Data
R0=3.83e-3; h0=1.35e-3; %m from Jones,-Anliker, 1971 to verify PWV
Rin0=R0-h0; Rmid0=R0-h0/2;
%Elastic properties from Zhou, Fung 1997
C=[49600 120200 124500 126000 153600 172900]; %Pa
A1=[0.32 0.289 0.338 0.175 0.2 0.264];
%non-dim
A2=[0.451 0.397 0.441 0.314 0.292 0.379];
A4=[0.0681 0.0727 0.0099 0.0406 0.039 0.0461];
rho=1000; %kg/m^3, density of blood;
Lr=0.9;
Ni=20;
%Eta2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% AP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% PWV2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% DP2D
= zeros(length(C), Ni);
% %sqrt_DP2D = zeros(length(C), Ni);

for k=1:length(C)
a1=A1(k);
a2=A2(k);
a4=A4(k);
c=C(k);

%loop by Fung's testing specimen

for i=1:Ni %loop by Eta - deflection
Eta(i)=0.9*(i-1)/(Ni-1);
Lth(i)=(1+Eta(i)+h0/(2*Rin0))*Rin0/Rmid0;
Eth(i)=(Lth(i)^2-1)/2;
%Coefficients for quadratic equations
aa=2*a2;
bb=2*a4*Eth(i)+a2-0.5*a4*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0);
cc=Eth(i)*(a4-a1*0.5*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0));

Ex(i)=(-bb+sqrt(bb^2-4*aa*cc))/(2*aa);
Lx(i)=sqrt(2*Ex(i)+1);
Q=(a1*Eth(i)^2-2*a4*Eth(i)*Ex(i)+a2*Ex(i)^2);
W=c/2*(exp(Q)-1);
Sigth(i)=Lth(i)^2*(2*W+c)*(a1*Eth(i)+a4*Ex(i));
Sigx(i) =Lx(i)^2* (2*W+c)*(a2*Ex(i)+a4*Eth(i));
SigEq(i)=sqrt(Sigth(i)^2+Sigx(i)^2-Sigth(i)*Sigx(i));
SigEq(i)=SigEq(i);
%Pa
AP(i)=Sigth(i)/(Lth(i)/Lr*Rmid0/h0-0.5);
AP(i)=AP(i)/1000*7.6; %conversuon from Pa > kPa > mmHg
end
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if(k == 1)
color='k';
elseif(k == 2)
color='m';
elseif(k == 3)
color='c';
elseif(k == 4)
color='r';
elseif(k == 5)
color='g';
elseif(k == 6)
color='b';
else
color='b';
end
subplot(2,3,1);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,2);
%plot(AP2D(i,:),PWV2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Lth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circuferential Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Circumferential Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Strain
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
%
subplot(2,3,3);
plot(Lx,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Axial Stretch Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
subplot(2,3,4);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(AP,SigEq*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
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legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,5);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,6);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Axial Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
%
end

%
%
%
%
%

AP2D(k,:) = AP*.0075; %Pa->mmHg
PWV2D(k,:) = PWV;
DP2D(k,:) = DP;
%sqrt_DP2D(k,:) = sqrt_DP;
end
%k

% for i=1:length(C) %outer loop for per speciman constants
%
if(i == 1)
%
color='k';
%
elseif(i == 2)
%
color='m';
%
elseif(i == 3)
%
color='c';
%
elseif(i == 4)
%
color='r';
%
elseif(i == 5)
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%
color='g';
%
elseif(i == 6)
%
color='b';
%
else
%
color='b';
%
end
%
subplot(2,3,1);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Pressure
[mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,2);
%
%plot(AP2D(i,:),PWV2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Lth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Circuferential Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Circumferential Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Strain
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
hold on
% %
%
subplot(2,3,3);
%
plot(Lx,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Axial Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,4);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(AP,SigEq*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,5);
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% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
%
%
subplot(2,3,6);
% % plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
%legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
%
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
%
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
%
xlabel('Green Axial
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
%
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
%
hold on
% %
% end
%

Human statics physics nonlinear geometry nonlinear
%PWV_Pseudoelastic Model
% Fung's model, nonlinear physically and geometrically
%HUman's aorta
clc; clear all; close all
%Input Data
R0=1.5e-2; h0=2e-3; %m from Jones,-Anliker, 1971 to verify PWV
Rin0=R0-h0; Rmid0=R0-h0/2;
%Elastic properties from Zhou, Fung 1997
c=4.08e6; %Pa
a1=0.0782;
%non-dim
a2=0.0682;
a4=0.001;
rho=1000; %kg/m^3, density of blood;
Lr=0.9;
Ni=20;
for k=1:4
%kk=1-totally nonlinear
%kk=2-phisically nonlinear geo linear
%kk=3-physically linear geo nonlinear
%kk=4-totally linear
% for k=1:length(C)

%loop by Fung's testing specimen
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%
%
%
%

a1=A1(k);
a2=A2(k);
a4=A4(k);
c=C(k);
for i=1:Ni %loop by Eta - deflection
Eta(i)=0.5*(i-1)/(Ni-1);
Lth(i)=(1+Eta(i)+h0/(2*Rin0))*Rin0/Rmid0;
Eth(i)=(Lth(i)^2-1)/2;
%Coefficients for quadratic equations
aa=2*a2;
bb=2*a4*Eth(i)+a2-0.5*a4*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0);
cc=Eth(i)*(a4-a1*0.5*Lth(i)^2*(1-Lr/Lth(i)*0.5*h0/Rmid0));

Ex(i)=(-bb+sqrt(bb^2-4*aa*cc))/(2*aa);
Lx(i)=sqrt(2*Ex(i)+1);
Q=(a1*Eth(i)^2-2*a4*Eth(i)*Ex(i)+a2*Ex(i)^2);
W=c/2*(exp(Q)-1);
Sigth(i)=Lth(i)^2*(2*W+c)*(a1*Eth(i)+a4*Ex(i));
Sigx(i) =Lx(i)^2* (2*W+c)*(a2*Ex(i)+a4*Eth(i));
SigEq(i)=sqrt(Sigth(i)^2+Sigx(i)^2-Sigth(i)*Sigx(i));
SigEq(i)=SigEq(i);
%Pa
AP(i)=Sigth(i)/(Lth(i)/Lr*Rmid0/h0-0.5);
AP(i)=AP(i)/1000*7.6; %conversuon from Pa > kPa > mmHg
end

if(k == 1)
color='k';
elseif(k == 2)
color='m'; measurenets
elseif(k == 3)
color='c';
elseif(k == 4)
color='r';
elseif(k == 5)
color='g';
elseif(k == 6)
color='b';
else
color='b';
end
subplot(2,3,1);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eta,AP,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Pressure vs. Wall Deflection');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Normalized Wall
Deflection','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
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subplot(2,3,2);
%plot(AP2D(i,:),PWV2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Lth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circuferential Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Circumferential Stretch
Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Strain
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
%
subplot(2,3,3);
plot(Lx,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Stretch Ratio');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Axial Stretch Ratio','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
hold on
subplot(2,3,4);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(AP,SigEq*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Equivalent Cauchy Stress vs Pressure');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Pressure [mmHg]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Equavalent Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,5);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Eth,Sigth*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Circumferential Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Circumferential
Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Circumferential Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
subplot(2,3,6);
% plot(Eta,AP2D(i,:),color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
plot(Ex,Sigx*0.001,color,'LineWidth',2); grid on
%
legend('S24=372','S22=901','Mean934','S23=945','S271152','S28=1297',
'Location','Northwest')
title('Axial Cauchy Stress vs Green Strain');
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set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Arial')
xlabel('Green Axial Strain','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');
ylabel('Axial Cauchy Stress
[kPa]','FontSize',12,'Color','k','FontName','Arial');hold
hold on
%
% end
end %kk case #
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